Age-related memory decline is associated with changes in neural functioning but little is known 19 about how aging affects the quality of information representation in the brain. Whereas a 20 long-standing hypothesis of the aging literature links cognitive impairments to less distinct 21 neural representations in old age, memory studies have shown that high similarity between 22 activity patterns benefits memory performance for the respective stimuli. Here, we addressed 23 this apparent conflict by investigating between-item representational similarity in 50 younger 24 (19-27 years old) and 63 older (63-75 years old) human adults (male and female) who studied 25 scene-word associations using a mnemonic imagery strategy while electroencephalography was 26 recorded. We compared the similarity of spatiotemporal frequency patterns elicited during 27 encoding of items with different subsequent memory fate. Compared to younger adults, older 28 adults' memory representations were more similar to each other but items that elicited the 29 most similar activity patterns early in the encoding trial were those that were best remembered 30 by older adults. In contrast, young adults' memory performance benefited from decreased 31 similarity between earlier and later periods in the encoding trials, which might reflect their 32 better success in forming unique memorable mental images of the joint picture-word pair.
. A. In the study phase, participants were asked to associate 440 (young adults; YA) or 280 (older adults; OA) scene-word pairs using an imagery strategy. Representational similarity analysis (RSA) was conducted on EEG data during this phase. B. During the cued recall and feedback phase, the scene was presented as a cue to verbally recall the associated word. Subsequently, the original pair was presented again for restudy. The cued recall and feedback phase was performed once for younger and twice for older adults. C. During final recall, no feedback was provided. Scene-word pairs were sorted into three memory quality categories based on recall performance in phases B and C (see Figure 2 ).
Subjects 135
The original sample of study 1 (Fandakova et al., 2018) During the cued recall phases, participants had to verbally recall the word associated with 153 the presented image. We report the proportion of correctly recalled words. False responses 154 occurred rarely and were treated as no responses. Following the rationale of a subsequent 155 memory analysis (Paller and Wagner, 2002) , we sorted all trials according to whether the 156 associated word was successfully recalled during the experiment or not. Items that were not high memory quality and medium memory quality items, respectively (see Figure 2 ). Older 163 adults underwent one additional recall and restudy cycle due to close-to-floor performance 164 in the first cycle. To keep the scoring of stimulus pairs as evincing high, medium, or low 165 memory quality comparable across age groups, items that were recalled successfully in the 166 last recall cycle were divided into those that were also already recalled in the previous cycle 167 (high quality) and those that were only remembered in the final recall (medium quality) 168 in contrast to never-recalled items (low quality). The few items that were remembered in Figure 2 : Scoring of stimulus pairs into high, medium, or low memory quality categories based on learning history. For both younger and older adults, items that were correctly recalled in the last recall cycle (C) as well as the previous (B) were scored as high memory quality items. Pairs that were solely recalled in the final recall were scored as medium memory quality items. And items that were never correctly recalled were scored as low memory quality items. Not depicted: Items that were recalled in the earlier but not later recall were excluded. Older adults performed one more cued recall and restudy cycle (between A and B) that was not included in item scoring due to close-to-floor performance. Note that wrong and no responses were treated equally. 11 was performed for the remaining artifacts. Excluded channels were interpolated with spheri-202 cal splines (Perrin et al., 1989) . Finally, data epochs of 4 seconds were extracted from -1 s to 203 3 s with respect to the onset of the scene-word presentation during the study phase (Figure 204 1A).
205

EEG analysis 206
Time-frequency representations (TFRs) of the data were derived using a multitaper approach.
207
For the low frequencies (2-20 Hz), we used Hanning tapers with a fixed width of 500 ms, 208 resulting in frequency steps of 2 Hz. For higher frequencies (25-100 Hz), we used DPSS 209 (discrete prolate spheroidal sequences) tapers with a width of 400 ms in steps of 5 Hz with 210 seven Slepian tapers resulting in +/-10 Hz smoothing. In this way, we obtained a TFR for 211 each trial and electrode. Trial lengths were reduced to -0.752 s to 3 s relative to stimulus 212 onset.
213
To counter the effect of intrinsically high correlations between frequency patterns due to 214 the 1/frequency power spectrum (Schönauer et al., 2017) , we removed the mean background 215 noise spectrum from the log-transformed TFRs following previously established procedures 216 (i.e., as suggested by the "Better oscillation detection" (BOSC) method; Caplan et al., 2001; 217 Kosciessa et al., 2018; Whitten et al., 2011) . Because of structured noise, correlations between 218 different activity patterns are very high and almost never at or below zero, meaning that the 219 true null-distribution is higher than zero. For detailed discussions of these issues (in fMRI), 220 see Allefeld et al. (2016); Cai et al. (2016) . assumed to represent mutual information. In this study, we investigated between-item repre-225 sentational similarity during the first encoding phase in relation to memory quality. "Item" 226 always refers to a scene-word pair. Figure 3 illustrates the procedure for analyzing the simila-227 rity between stimulus-specific spatiotemporal frequency representations. RSA was conducted 228 for each participant and EEG channel independently. Stimuli were grouped according to high, 229 12 medium, and low memory quality (see Figure 2 ). In order to examine whether between-item 230 representational similarities differed as a function of memory quality, we correlated the noise-231 corrected and log-transformed frequency patterns of every item with the frequency patterns 232 of all other items of the same memory quality. That is, for each participant we ran three simi-233 larity analyses, namely for high, medium, and low memory quality items. In order to use the 234 same number of items for each RSA of a given participant, we reduced them to the number of 235 items available in the condition with the least items. For example, if there were 50 items with 236 high, 180 items with medium, and 210 items with low memory quality for a given participant, 237 the number of items used in the RSAs of medium and low quality items was reduced to 50 as 238 well. Note that the category containing the fewest items was in most cases the group of high 239 memory quality items (except for 6 younger and 6 older participants). We randomly sampled 240 the respective number of items from all available trials of the respective memory quality. As 241 the actual measure of similarity, we employed pairwise Pearson correlations between the cor-242 responding frequency patterns. In each of these correlations, every pair of frequency vectors 243 (with 26 frequency bins) of all time points from the two respective trials were correlated with 244 each other (470 time points, from 752 ms before stimulus onset to 3000 ms after stimulus 245 onset). The resulting time-time similarity matrices were Fisher ( z)-transformed. In order to 246 prevent bias towards the randomly picked items, the item sampling was repeated 20 times.
247
Finally, the matrices were averaged to obtain one between-item similarity matrix for each 248 scene-word pair, which indicates the similarity of this pair to all other pairs of the same me-249 mory quality. The similarity matrices of all items within one memory quality were then again 250 averaged to obtain the mean similarity matrices between all high, medium, and low memory 251 quality items, respectively. This procedure was performed separately for each of the 60 scalp 252 electrodes.
253
The resulting similarity matrices contain the time dimension on both the x-and the y- Memory performance and strategy use 288 We computed two-sided independent samples t-tests in order to test for age differences in 289 the proportion of items within each memory quality category (high, medium, low, forgot-290 ten/excluded) and the proportion of items remembered in the final recall task. into three groups and the differences between these random groups were contrasted to the 305 differences between the three actual conditions (high, medium, and low memory quality). For 306 every repetition the t-statistic was computed and the t-values summed for each cluster. The 307 t-values were z -transformed for further analysis.
308
In addition to the linear regression of all three memory qualities mentioned above, we also 309 compared each pair of memory quality categories using a two-sided, dependent samples t-test 310 in the permutation analysis.
311
We regarded clusters whose test statistic exceeded the 97.5th percentile for its respective 312 reference probability distribution as significant. If such clusters were obtained, we furthermore 313 assessed the time-time intervals and the topographic distributions of the channels showing 314 when and where, respectively, the differences were reliable. The clusters that were identified 315 for each age group were further examined for age and memory quality effects (see below). In 316 addition, we tested for main age group differences in a separate permutation analysis using 317 independent samples t-tests.
318
Age and memory quality effects in the identified clusters 319 To explore potential age differences more closely, we further investigated the relationship 320 between pattern similarity and memory quality by conducting independent samples regression 321 coefficient t-statistics for each participant. We then extracted and averaged the individual ( z)-322 transformed regression coefficients within the time-time-electrode clusters that were identified 323 in younger and older adults (see above). For both clusters and age groups we performed one-324 sample t-tests to test whether the correlation coefficients come from a distribution with a 325 mean different from zero. Furthermore, we tested for differences between the age groups in 326 both clusters using independent samples t-tests.
327
Results
328
Memory performance and strategy use 329 During the cued recall phases, participants had to respond verbally with the word they pre-330 viously learned to associate with the presented image. We sorted the trials according to better than older participants in the final recall task (t(111) = 3.82, p = 0.0002, two-sample 360 t-test).
361
After the first study phase, we asked participants to indicate on a four-point scale how 362 often they had used specific memory strategies for the task (1: almost always, 4: almost never).
363
With regard to the imagery strategy, young adults indicated that they used it significantly 364 more often than older adults (younger adults: median = 1.5, min = 1, max = 3; older adults: 365 median = 2, min = 1, max = 4; z = -5.09, p = 0.0000004, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Within both age groups, we tested for differences in the levels of representational similarity 413 between scene-word pairs of different memory quality by conducting linear regressions. We 414 controlled for multiple comparisons by using non-parametric cluster-based permutation tests.
415
In both age groups we identified a cluster with a Monte Carlo p-value below 0.025, which 416 indicates a reliable linear relationship between representational similarity and memory quality 417 (young adults: p=0.0099; older adults: p=0.0099; see Figure 5C ). Importantly, the direction 418 of this relationship differed between groups: while the relation between similarity and memory 419 quality was positive in older adults (low < medium < high), it was negative in young adults 420 (low > medium > high) ( Figure 5E ).
421
The cluster obtained in older adults included most of the diagonal from 50 ms to 830 ms 422 after stimulus onset and extended off-diagonally to 470 ms before and 1240 ms after stimulus 423 onset ( Figure 5C ). Elevated similarity along the diagonal indicates similarity between neural Figure 5D ).
429
In contrast to the cluster found in older adults, an off-diagonal cluster was identified 430 for young adults, in which low memory quality items displayed significantly more similarity 431 than medium and high memory quality items ( Figure 5C ). Compared to older adults, where 432 differences between memory qualities were found to be most pronounced between early and 433 neighboring trial time points, i.e., close to the diagonal, the off-diagonal cluster identified in 434 young adults indicated that differences occurred at later and more distant trial time points.
435
Specifically, differences were found between earlier (450 ms to 1400 ms after stimulus onset) 436 and later time points (2640 ms to 2800 ms after onset) and at 34 mainly parietal-occipital 437 and central electrodes ( Figure 5D ). Despite the relatively poor spatial resolution in EEG, the 438 large electrode clusters in both young and older adults indicate that memory representations 439 21 are broadly distributed over the brain rather than specific to a particular region.
440
Additional analyses of pairwise comparison of the three memory quality categories instead 441 of linear regression resulted in the same significant cluster only for high versus low quality 442 items in older adults, and no significant differences among memory quality categories in young 443 adults.
444
Age and memory quality effects in the identified clusters 445
The cluster-based analyses reported above suggested differential memory-related represen-446 tational similarity in younger and older adults. To explore potential age differences more 447 closely, we additionally tested for a linear relationship between representational similarity 448 and memory quality in each participant by conducting individual linear regressions. We then 449 extracted and averaged the individual z -transformed regression coefficients within each time-450 time-electrode cluster (see Figure 5E ). In the young-adult cluster only the mean regression 451 coefficients of the young adults differed from zero (young adults: t(49) = -3.42, p = 0.0013; 452 older adults: t(62) = 1.79, p = 0.08; one-sample t-tests) and vice versa in the older-adult 453 cluster (young adults: t(49) = 0.75, p = 0.46; older adults: t(62) = 5.27, p = 0.000002). In t(111) = -2.5, p = 0.014; independent samples t-tests) implying that age differences do exist 459 in the relation between representational similarity and memory quality in these clusters. The present study aimed to reconcile an evident tension between theories relating neural pat-462 tern similarity and memory in the fields of cognitive neuroscience and cognitive aging research. 463 We addressed the central question whether high pattern resemblance or high pattern distincti-464 veness benefits memory performance. To this end, we computed the similarity between the 465 EEG frequency patterns elicited during encoding of different scene-word pairs at each elec-466 trode and related this measure of between-pair similarity to subsequent recall performance of 467 younger and older adults.
468
For older adults, between-item representational similarity was generally higher compa-469 red to young adults, supporting the "dedifferentiation" hypothesis of declining neural dis-470 tinctiveness with age (Baltes and Lindenberger, 1997; Carp et al., 2011; Li et al., 2004; 471 Park et al., 2004; Park et al., 2012; Payer et al., 2006; St-Laurent et al., 2014) . Previous stu-472 dies suggested that the loss of neural specificity in old age may underlie age-related cognitive 473 impairments. This was, for example, supported by the finding that the level of neural dis-474 tinctiveness and fluid intelligence were correlated (Park et al., 2010) . However, most previous 475 studies were not able to directly link neural item specificity with study participants' perfor-476 mance since memory for the items themselves was not assessed. By measuring between-item 477 representational similarity during the encoding phase of an associative memory task and sor-478 ting the trials according to subsequent memory performance, we were able to directly relate 479 measures of neural distinctiveness during encoding to later recall success.
480
Specifically, based on learning history, we sorted the studied scene-word pairs into high, That is, although older adults remembered significantly fewer items and revealed overall 490 higher between-item similarity than younger adults, on the within-subject level, item represen-491 tations with high similarity to other items were actually those that older adults remembered 492 best. Hence, while the age group differences replicated previous reports of increased neural 493 similarity in older compared to younger adults, the within-person direction of the similarity-494 memory association among older adults corroborates cognitive models of memory (Clark and 495 Gronlund, 1996; Gillund and Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, 1988) be sufficient for successful recognition, recall typically requires retrieval of specific details of 522 the studied items (Craik and Tulving, 1975) . Therefore, the beneficial effects of high pattern 523 similarity may be identified more easily in pure recognition memory tasks and/or participant 524 groups who base their mnemonic decisions more strongly on familiarity signals, such as older 525 adults.
526
The observed age group differences are in line with previous suggestions that external sti-527 muli exert a stronger drive on neural processing in older than in younger adults (Lindenberger mnemonic information, as observed in the off-diagonal effect. In sum, we suggest that older 537 adults' advantage of high between-pair representational similarity early in the trial may stem 538 from a reliance on familiarity-based remembering, while younger adults exploited more recall-539 based strategies, capitalizing on a higher capacity to form discrete representations later in 540 the trial. We would like to speculate that the benefit of distinct neural activation patterns is 541 especially prominent in the deployed task, in which participants were explicitly instructed to 542 form very distinct mental images of the corresponding scene-word pair. Although older adults 543 were extensively trained in using the imagery technique of forming salient mental images that 544 integrate the associated picture and word, the post-encoding strategy questionnaire showed 545 that they utilized this strategy less frequently than young adults. This may explain their 546 lower recall performance despite having studied fewer pairs and having more opportunity to 547 rehearse them. This conjecture is supported by previous research showing that older adults 548 continue to use other mnemonic strategies even though they have learned about the benefits 549 25 of imagery (Hertzog et al., 2012) .
550
So far, the prevailing available evidence on the relationship between representational simi-551 larity and memory performance has been based on fMRI studies and therefore lacks insights 552 into the temporal dynamics of pattern similarity during the formation of memory represen- 
563
In summary, we provide critical new evidence that the often observed between-subject 564 effect of generally higher similarity between neural representations in older adults does not 565 predict their future memory success besides the fact that they perform worse than young 566 adults who exhibit generally lower pattern similarity. Instead, on the within-subject level, 567 older adults best remembered the items with the highest peak in pattern similarity early du-568 ring encoding. Moreover, we show that young adults benefited from eliciting distinct memory 569 representations later during the encoding trial, which presumably reflects the implementation 570 of the imagery strategy for scene-word binding. The work presented here extends our know-571 ledge about between-item pattern similarity as a memory-relevant representational property.
572
In particular it shows how its relation to cognitive performance may change in the course of 573 aging. 
